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Faced with a choice of either dropping pricing or increasing leverage to win deals in an overheated 

market, direct lenders would rather see yields dwindling than continue to race to the top with leverage, 

said participants at Fried Frank and PwC’s roundtable event on the future of alternative lending. 

 

“There is a simplistic view out there that if it’s a strong credit, a unitranche has to be at 6x or 6x-plus to 

compete,” said John Williams from PwC. 

 

Margins on unitranches are already commonly below 7%. While this is lower than when alternative 

lenders popped into the scene, compared to other asset classes this is still a strong return, said the 

investors. 

 

"With the vast amount of liquidity available in the market, we are seeing both alternative lenders and 

banks being evermore competitive; gaining or indeed maintaining market share is proving very 

challenging for all types of lenders," said Adam Horey from PwC. 

 

With the asset class continuing to attract investors, managers need to differentiate themselves from 

each other as well as from the bank pitch. Many funds are looking at stretched senior and niche markets 

in order to compete. 

 

“Whilst banks are active at the lower end of the market, it is often not a key focus for them and with only 

a small number of funds active in this space, we find that deals are often less competed,” said Kirsten 

Bode from Muzinich & Co. 

 

“The ability to be flexible with pricing and offering can make a difference. Offering stretched senior, a 

cheaper option than unitranche, is one way but also pricing senior debt in line with banks helps,” said 

David Brooks of Bain Capital Credit. 

 

Formal and informal tie-ups with banks continue to be top of direct lenders’ agenda, and it is still seen as 

a mutually beneficial arrangement. 

 

But intercreditor discussions can become a headache, said the investors. 

 

“To set up intercreditors and all that is necessary for a synthetic unitranche is too time consuming and 

complex to undertake during an individual transaction. It has to be done outside the process in order to 

provide efficient execution when transaction opportunities arise,” said Phill Lovett from RBS. 

 

Establishing a framework can be challenging since each deal presents a unique situation. 

 

“Cookie-cutter structures have become quite commoditised, but there is always interest in altering them 

anyway,” said Stuart Brinkworth from Fried Frank. 

 

“It’s only when it goes wrong that it will entrench views as to what is acceptable in intercreditors. Right 

now there is no market standard,” said Gary McMillan from BlackRock. 

 

Potential clouds ahead  

 

The abundant liquidity is meeting a meagre pipeline, which is allowing hairier credits to tap the market. 

But what will tip it remains the question on everyone’s minds. 
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“You have some horror-show deals from pre-crisis dusting themselves off from restructurings and 

coming to market. I think this is a bit of a sign,” said Howard Sharp from Park Square. “Everyone wants 

an event to come soon to change the current market, but in terms of the various market risks that 

everyone sees, it may be the ‘something else’ that is not already priced in to current spreads,” added 

Sharp. 

 

The market has already withstood Brexit and the US elections, which were seen as sticking points for 

change, so it could well weather the French elections and the UK triggering Article 50, said the 

investors. 

 

When the music stops, direct lenders will be tested on their relationship lender claims. Banks argue that 

they have decades of track record of supporting companies through cycles, while direct lenders have 

only been around for a few years and are yet to experience a cycle. 

 

However, funds’ counter argument is that most managers have been in the lending market in some 

capacity for many years. 

 

“You have to hold your nerve and constantly deploy, whilst maintaining a diversified portfolio and 

focusing on PE sponsors and borrowers we know will provide superior credit performance across the 

cycle. As a bank which has a long standing track record of supporting its customers across all 

conditions, it’s business as usual for us,” said Lovett from RBS. 

 

The roundtable event was attended by representatives from Ardian, Avenue, Bain Capital Credit, 

BlackRock, HPS Investment Partners, KKR, Muzinich & Co, Park Square and RBS, and hosted by 

Fried Frank and PwC. 
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